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Library "shortchanged"
in IEPBS renovation,
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by Steve F. Lyon

The University Neil'S
The BSU Library lost approximately 2,600 square feet on its first
floor to the Idaho, Educational
Public Broadcasting System over the
summer.
The space was worth about two
years of library growth, according to
University- Librarian Tim Brown.
Brown's June 3 memo to library
staff detailed upcoming changes, including loss of. approximately
half
the seating in the periodical area, the
storage of 15 percent of the journal
collection backsets, and the moving
of current
newspapers
to thc
microfilm room.
Brown said that he had objected
to the expansion on the grounds that
the IEPBS offices were taking "prime
library real estate,"
but that the
university made the commitment
to
the broadcasting system and thc State
Board
of Education
followed
through on it by allocating funds for
the project.
The original
plan called
for
renovation of the second 1100r of the
library and the placement
of the
IEPBS offices on that 1100r. Only
$80,000, for IEPBS' share of the
renovation, was allocated.
Jerry Garber; director or IEPBS,
said the expansion
was necessary
because IEPBS and KAID were both
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"crammed into the same quarters."
He said he has been attempting to
gain the space since he became director of the broadcasting
system.
_
Brown said it never occurcd to him
that only part of the project would
be funded. "I believe we were shortchanged in the shortrun,"
hesaid, "I
would have rather had a higher
priority than we had."
He said the university is attempting to find funding for the rest of
the project and the university's longrange plan is to "get all non-library
things out of the building."
A.E. McGinnis of the Physical
Plant said:'We figured out that, eventually, if we did build IEPBS in that
'vacated space (on the second floor),
it would be ripped out anyway, before
long. Within two years they would
find out they couldn't function that
way.'
"Many of their people are going to
be communicating
three and four
times a day with the TV station," he
said. "An: they going to have to go
down the stairs,
outside,
come'
around to the TV station?"
"There's some real problems with
any way we would have went on that
thing. The whole thing wasn't laid
out with long term in mind ... The
long-term solution is not very apparent at this point," McGinnis said.

:"C,c:.lu.r.~s,w,altfor ..,space
because ofcontltct
by Steve F. Lyon

'The University Neil'S
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What a way to get to class-speedy,
healthful and fashionable, mountain
.~offer,a
quickescape
from unexpected sprinkler showers on campus.

In This Issue:

(CPS)-Amid
fears , of campus
gridlock, worries about how to get
football sod to recover quickly and
lingering questions about what todo
with
$500,000 altar, four colleges
prepared last week to host Pope John
~Paul II During his Sept. 10-19 visit
to the U.S.
On his multi-city tour, theCatholic
leader is visiting the University of
South Carolina at Columbia,
the
University of New Orleans, Xavier
'University
and
Arizona
State
University.
To students at the four campuses,
the papal visit means canceled
classes,
changes
in parkingar.rangements.new construction and, in
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Campuses prepare for pope

Broncos
stomp
Cal
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Plans
.t o construct
student
volleyball and basketball courts near
the tennis courts have been scrapped because ofa conflict over space.
The facilities originally were to be
be constructed
bet ween the tennis
courts and the residence halls until
expansion plans for the tennis courts
and concern over noise ncar the
residence halls put a halt to the project, ASBSU President Perry Waddell
said.
"We originally got clearance to go
ahead with the project ... But the
whole controversy is over the space,"
Waddell said.
Four meetings were held during the
latter part of the, summer between
the residence halls, Athletic Director
Gene Bleymaier, .ASBSU, Dr. Taylor,
SUB DirectorGreg
Blaesing 'and the
university architect on the location,
Waddell said.
"Bleymaicr's got plans for enclosing the tennis courts; the SUB has
plans for expansion and the residence
halls do not want them (the courts)

'~~.

tooclose
to the buildings because
they fear the noise will disturb
students,"
Waddell said.
The project now will be split with
one basketball court to be put at the
Towers, he said, and one possibly in
front of Chaffee Hall.
Tlvo options
remain
for the
volleyball courts: put them along the
west wall of the pool building
at the end of the soccer field, or
locate one on the east side of the
SUB at the small, grassy area next to
the parking
lot and one in the
original location between the tennis
courts and the residence halls, ~Waddell said.
•
"Right ,now we arc looking at the
long-range plan of the pool expansion. If it doesn't interfere with that,
the architect will draw up plans and
we will have another
meeting,"
Waddell said.
The project was estimated to cost
$17,000, with ASBSU putting up
$6,500 and
BSU President
John
Keiser matching that with $6,500.
Waddell said if they go with the
basketball courts at the Towers and
Chaffee Hall, the cost" will be, less.
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one instance, eviction from their
dorm rooms.
To administrators,
the visit means
a lot of meetings and extra expenses.
The University of New Orleans has
spent approximately
$100,000 on
landscaping, UNO's Bill Racek said,
while Xavier, also in New Orleans,
has been "cleaning up the place,
sandblasting
buildings and doing
some landscaping,"
spokesnran
Richard Thcker said.
'
University of South Carolina, city, state andarchdiocesean officials
started planning for thePope's Columbiavisit
six, months ago.
. '
The objective, according to Ann
Hill, a .uSCnewswri~er,
was "to let
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the largest possible number of people seethe Pope without causing major gridlock
in :all of South
Carolina."
OnSept.
10, the day before the
visit, students who live in dorms near
:he site of John Paul II's first campus speech were to leave their' rooms
for two days. On the morning of the
visit, the Secret Service was to
"sweep" nearby buildings, and seal
them until the Pope left.
Similarly, the Universlty of New
Orleans, where John Paul II visited
Sept. 12, canceled .classes and closed
its offices and library with the inl1ux
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Perry plans plenty of projects
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ASBjolns Coalition

by Kim Scheffer

The University News

By Karen Kammann

phasis is not the counter-Aryan
The University News
Nations, but issue education."
"We want to educate people on
ASBSU recently announced its'
being.aware of prejudice and bias
membership
in the Northwest
. in society, and not to express it
Coalition
Against
Malicious
themselves,"
he said.
Harassment,
Inc., a group conAccording to an ASBSU press
cerned
with the problem
of
release, the Coalition
will acreligious and racial harassment
complish -its purpose. through
and violence in the Northwest.
determing the size of the problem;
. J\SBSU President Perry Wadmonitoring
the activities
of
dell said the student government
"racial and religious hate groups;"
joined the group because "I felt
helping
communities
develop
it was important
to educate
strategies to combat the problem;
students on these issues, and in
educating people about prejudice
order to show them' that racial
and bias; encouraging the reporand religious prcdjudice and bias
ting .of, racial and religious instill exist in the 1980s ... We felt it
timidation
and violence;
and
was appropriate,
especially in
facilitating the response of law enIdaho, because of the publicity
forcement agencies to such acts.
that a small group of individuals
Waddell saidASBSU will comobtained by expressing intolerance
municate any information receivfor other races."
ed from the Coalition to students, .
He said he would hate to have
and may send a representative to
prospective students in other areas
the group's conference in October.
hear about the Aryan Nations and
He said the University of Oregon
think the group was a large one,
and Lewis-Clark State College,
"rather than a small band of
among other student governments
nuts."
in the Northwest, have joined the
However, he said, "The emCoalition.
.

The position ofASBSU president,
currently held by senior Perry Waddell, consists of many responsibilities.
Waddell, BSU chief executive of the
associated
students,
oversees the
workings and activities of student

government,
Waddell said he has many goals for
ASBSU. He would like to see it
become a more visable organization.
According
to Waddell,
student
government
has recently regained
control of the SPEC and is proud of
the coming events. In addition, a rape
prevention elinic is scheduled for
Sept. 26 and an AIDS symposium is
being planned.
Waddell said he would like to see
new
outdoor
basketball
andvolleyball courts, along with free
ASBSU student events such as con. certs and other special events. Waddell said he feels -"students already
pay for it (through their fees), why
pay for it (events) again?"
However, Waddell said his' main
goal for ASBSU is to split the State
Board of Education into two separate
entities. Currently the SBOE oversees

Brian Becker (University

ASBSU President

Perry Waddell

News

at work in his office in the SUB.
worked in' other states, such as
Oregon, he said.
After four-and-a-half
years as a
student, Waddell said, he saw some
problems, such as student parking
and financial aid, which motivated
him to run for ASBSl!· president.
However, he said "all problems cannot be fixed from here."
Waddell previously attended BSU
as a night student, working during
thc day. Hc said it was "bcncficial to
see thc differcnt ways of being a
student."
In' 1985, hc studied Australian
politics, history and sociology at the
University
of New England
in
Australia.
Waddell
said his experienccs helped him 10 sec the diffcrcnt perspectives of college lifc.
Waddell said hc plans to study law
after he graduates
from BSU this
spring, but is unsure which school he
will attend.
Waddell, a. graduate of Meridian
High School, has lived in Boise for
II years. In 1986. he ran against Bill
Ringen
for the Idaho senate in
District 16. Although Waddell lost
the election, hc said he plans to run
, again.

all levels of education.
The split
should create a Public School Board
to oversee elementary, junior and
senior high schools and a Higher
Education Board of Regents, designed to deal with the problems of
higher education, Waddell said.
ASBSU is in the process of mailing information packets to all Idaho
legislators describing how the split

build a strong
foundation with
good prenatal care.
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Instea~ of spen~ your money on monthly checking account fees,spend it on pizza. Or,
heaven forbId,~ks. FIrst Secuntys student checking account gives you a &eeissue of 50 checks
and letsyouwnteteJ;l...~&e~~ecks.am:>nth. PlusitgetsyouaFirstSecurityCashCatd.~.
of your own for &ee;unlimited HandiBank ~~and~ ocr.. you interest if vourS
/r',rst
balance ozoes vvcr.,
"" $1000: All.this. _.
and no mon y fee. cauc;e we were once
/
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students ourselves.Stop mto a FrrstSecurity officeto open vour
account trvl.""".'.
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Buy one lunch, receive
another lunch of equal or
lesser value-free!
-Valid
11 a.m.
- 3ofp.m.
-MInimum
value
$3.75
for first lunch.
-Expires
9-30-87.
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Monday,Septemberl4,
1

.(CPS)~Despite
an aggressive
campaign. to trackdown people who
aren't repaying their-students loans,
the federal government
have to
. payoff
$1.5 billion in defaulted
Guaranteed Student Loans during
the 1988 fiscal year, according to the
Office of Management and Budget.
The payoffs, made to banks that
lent the money to the students, occur when the banks are unable to collect the money. US. Department of
Education officials said the $1.5
billion they arc paying in bad loans
consumes more than half its $2;8
billion loan program budget.
The
problem,
department
spokeswoman Victoria Tripp said. is
that defaulters think "the federal
government is an easy touch."
But Mary Preston of the United
States Student Association
said
"that's a pretty simple analysis."
Economic hardships, poor student
financial couseling and rigid loan
procedures force some borrowers to
default on their student loans.
Preston said.
"There are definitely abuses, but
a lot of people arc having a lot of

will
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trouble paying back loans." Preston
said. "The government needs to work
with them."
,
"We've tried in every way we can "
Tripp replied.
The governme~t
recently instituted
an incomecontingent program that reorganizes
loan payments based on a borrower's
income. Borrowers with certain lowpaying careers, such as teachers in
poor regions, will have their debts
"forgiven" if they qualify. she said.
The program, however, is in the
developmental stage, and prospective
problems with it kept a vast majority of campuses from applying.
The Internal Revenue Service is
witholding
tax refunds
from
defaulters, a move that has netted
more than $135 million in 1985 and
1986, Tripp said.
The Education Department also is
employing collection agencies, tying
student loan defaults to borrower
credit ratings and passing collection
costs on to defaulters. Defaulters
employed by the federal government
will have their salaries garnished,
Tripp said.
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.CIA~plans
to .stay
on
.
campuses'
,
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See CIA, back page

Trai~ing: cl~sses ,and wo!kihops for aerobic fitn~s instructors w;ll
be held l\t BSU Sept. ·19; 24, 26 ,and 27:
"
" , '
'... ~r~n,Clippinge.r;.diiector
training programs at Seattle Sp'Orts;'. :Me~lclllC; and,~onsUltant totheUS.Wei,ghtlifting.
F¢derii~ion,arid :'.""
Pacific North.west'Balt~t. '\viilbc the,instructo
, .'A cours¢ <Iesisnfid IOPJeparc;'TiritHcipiiiis for the Inter/illliQU
OanceEducationAss6ci&ii(jn·.ccrt,j[t~atlo'n
examWjIlp .. ' ",
Sepl.19.,2~ und27at,8a.m.
m,theBSU Gym. Thfi,tw
a~,; .•
· hal f.q~ycours~incIUdes
. iristrudion"iil
!n/miul > .lill'ato
...
phy'~iology, nutrition,first'aid,
liability ,exccrcis'e 'ana'
techniques..
.
" " ' ..,'
. :', ."
,:. ';"
c. "".'
Thefee for the,course is,$50 ~nd is due by Sept. 15. A special"
course on exercise and aging, and aerobics during,pregnancy will'
be offered Sept. 24 'fOf an addition'al $10.. ' .
...'
, .' '.
Retraining courseS'for aerobic iristruciorswill include the Sept~ ,
24 'sessions oriagirigand
pregnancY'- plus' it'. reSearch :update ..
workshop and a water aerobics training course scheauled fot Sept: ' , '
26.
.,'
..
''>',:, .', ,. :.:""
'.
The retraining coiJrsC'fee of'$25is'due
by:Sepl.,l5.:
.;'"
For more.l!\formation 9n these,courses contact the BSUPhysical
Education Pept.at38S-1570.·'
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(CPS)-Regardless
of campus
protests and budget cuts, the CIA
plans to accelerate its recruiting of
college students,
an' agency
spokeswoman said. Plans. for a
new eight-week summer internshlpprogram-e-in which students
must promise not to divulge what
they are doing or how much
money .they are. making-were
revealed in a letter sent to campus
career counselors.
In addition, the agency will
recruit at 200 campuses this
academic year to seek out the best
students interested in careers with
the CIA. spokeswoman Sharon
Foster said. Budget cuts have forc-.
ed the CIA to alter its ,recruiting
from its traditional "shotgun approach" this year, she said. "If the
agency needs employees with
math backgrounds, for example,
recruiters will visit schools with
outstanding
mathematics
pr,ograms. "
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Rights, yes; Bork, no
This, the week of the U.S. Constitution's
bicentennial,
seems an appropriate
time
to consider the history-and
the future-of
the document which affects us in so
many ways.
The Constitution
has not come down to us unchanged. In fact, its signers probably
would not recognize it as the same document they framed. Blacks and women have
gained the right to vote,and
slavery has been abolished
forever. One of the
most important
changes made was the inclusion of the Bill of Rights.
The First Amendment,
in particular, has provided valuable prote.ction for debate
and dissent, and therefore, for democracy.
,
.
Two hundred years after theConstitution
was ratified, and almost as long since
the additionof free speech, our president has taken an action which may impair,
perhaps even eliminate, the private citizen's right to speak freely and read the publications of a free press.
In nominating
Judge Robert Bork for aposition
on the Supreme Court, Reagan
has made perhaps the most dangerous
move of his career. Bork's interpretation
of the First Amendment,
as described in an article he published in the Fall, 1971
issue of the Indiana Law Journal, 'is restrictive and repressive in the extreme.
According to Bark, the Amendment
"does not cover scientific, educational,
comrncrcial or literary expressions as such."
In fact, he says, the line drawn between protected and non-protected
speech must
"lie between the explicitly political and all else." Explicitly political speech he defines
as speech about how we are governed.
Bark further writes, "The notion that all valuable types of speech must be protected by the first amendment
confuses the constitutionality
of laws with their
wisdom. Freedom of non-political speech rests, as does freedom for other valuable
forms of behavior, upon the enlightment
of society and its elected representatives."
The ideas expressed in Bork's articles leave ample room for oppressive laws and
actions. By his definition, the Creationism/evolution
argument could be settled with
the passage of a law forbidding
thc teaching of Darwinism.
Students would be
guaranteed no freedom to protest campus decisions. People could be forbidden
to discuss their views on Soviet policy, religion,
sexuality, education
and a wide
variety of other subjects-everything
not dealing specifically with how U.S. citizens
arc governed.
We arc not suggest ing that,simply
because violation of the First Amendment
would be allowed under Bork, it would instantaneously
become a widespread pro-:
blcm, affecting everyone and everything. We arc suggesting that where abuse is possible, it will occur. Undoubtedly, some abridgements
of First Amendment
rights would
happen immediately.
It also seems likely that, as the precedent of non-protected
speech carne to' be accepted, the violations would 'increase, both in number and
in degree 0'1' seriousness.
Bork's recent argument, cited in' the September issue of Harper's Magazine, that
the real effect of the arguments
in his article would be a ban on pornography
is
a laughably transparent
attempt to mitigate what he said in order to gain popular'
and political approval.
.
The u.s. Senate has failed to confirm only 34 of the 142 Supreme Court nominations ever made. This figure is a frightening
one. If our Senators simply rubber
stamp a confirmation
of Reagan's hazardous
nomination,
the results could set
human freedom back more than the two hundred brief years we are preparing to
celebrate.

Letters Policy------Letters to' the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed
and a telephone 'number provided for our
verification procedures.
The University Neil'S reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuat ion, length and libelous or offensive content.

The editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty' or. community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of .thc newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.
The staff will make every effort to print
all leiters which meet the policy requirements.

School not for students
The.ohjcction that the noise from the courts
would distrub students in the residence halls

by Karen Kamman
The University

Nell's

Well, they're. screwing the students-again.
It is really no surprise. since the students'
desires and those of the athletic dept. (ernbodied in Gene Blcymaicr) were at odds,
After all, who brings in more publicity,
students or athletics? Athletics, Who is the
university here for, students or athletics'!
-Athlctics

...

... And almost everything clse-s-except the
students.
Everyone wanted a performing arts center,
but not enough to pay what Velma Morrison
wouldn't. So theBSU students arc paying for
it. Everyone wanted to hear Garrison Keillor,
but not enough to fund a new radio station.
So the students gave up their slat ion.
The students wanted to build themselves
volleyball and basketball courts ncar the tennis courts. Bleyrnaicr wanted to expand the
tennis courts. So the students arc giving up
their space.
Perhaps the issue is not a big one. Evidently, alternate, if less convenient, space will be
found for the courts. But it docs seem a bit
much that the students had already received
tacit approval from President Keiser in the
form of 'funds and, when it came to a conflict, lost anyway.

J

seems a bit silly, in light of the nearness of
the tennis courts-not
to mention the
Opaline School's Excellence Bell, which
overenthusiastic
amateur musicians ring
vigorously in the wee hours of every weekend
morning.
The expansion of the SUB might be a more
serious problem-if
the plans for the courts
had placed them between the union and the
tennis courts. But they didn't. The courts
were to have gone between the dorms and the
tennis courts. lt would have been the tennis
courts, not the new facilities, which would
have interfered wfth the SUB's expansion.
No, it seems clear that the real object ion
to ASBSU's plans is that Bleymaier wants to
enclose the tennis courts. It is only par for
the course that the athletic program benefits
at the expense-of the students as a whole.
Of course, that could be the real objection:
The courts would benefit the students as a
whole. The people in power may feel letting
the plans go through without a hitch would
set a dangerous precedent, causing the
students to become uppity. They might demand more benefits and eventually even want
the university to be run with them in mind.
Such anarchic and un-American tendencies
must be quelled now, before they spread.

Letters ----------
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Student deplores closure
Editor, The University Neil'S:
This letter is in regard to the recent library
closure over the Labor Day Holiday. This
communique is specifically addressed to .lohn
Keiser. As a senior I find it necessary to be
in the library a great deal of time. As a result
of the closure, my research for classes has suffered a major setback. I'd be interested at
know i I' other universities throughout the
Northwest found it necessary to close on the
first weekend of the fall semester/quarter?
Labor Day closure is understandable, but
complete closure on Sunday and four hours

on Saturday is unacceptable.
, Not only is the Labor Day weekend closure
an atrocity, but once in the library the lack
of journal articles and current literature in
given fields is a slap in the face to. higher
education
in Idaho. While the library
deteriorates,
the' athletic departmentspecifically the football program-thrives.
Where arc the priorities of this 'university?
By the way Skip, the new warm-s-up sweats
look great!
David Grapp
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Chemical dependency workers:

Hybrid pot strong,
causes flashbacks
by .Joel Walker

The University Nellis
Marijuana of the I 980s can be up
to 15 times more potent than that of
thc '60s, and can cause flashbacks
after usc is discontinued,
according
to people in the field of chemical
dependency
and the National
Institute of Drug Abuse._
The medical disorder, pulmonary
emphysema, can be brought on more
quickly by using marijuana than by
cigarettes because the drug contains
more tars, which irritate lung tissues,
according to Colleen bird, Executive
Director
of Gernhavcn
Women's
Center, which offers counseling .and
treatment for chemical dependency.
Even in young people, damage
from marijuana usc can often be irreversible. Because the drug slows
neuroreceptors in the brain, Bird said
it "can cause brain damage, and can
adversely affect long-term memory."
During teenage years, marijuana
may retard normal growth by suppressing the production of hormones,
Bird said, adding that regular early
adolescent
marijuana
users are
characteristically
smaller and less
developed than their peers.
In addition, the immune system of
the regular user's body is impaired,
making him or her more susceptible

to cold arid flu viruses, Bird said.
Kurt Scudder, senior criminologistat the Idaho State Police Crime lab,
and Carol Abel, laboratory supervisor for the NIDA Marijuana Project at the University of Mississippi
in Oxford, both said that strains of
marijuana have been hybridized to
increase potency, adding' that the
most potent marijuana comes from
unfertilized
female plant of the
sinsemilla variety. "
The strength of marijuana is mostly dependent upon the seed stock,
Scudder and Abel said. On the
averagc.ieven the lowest grade marijuana on the street is quite a bit
stronger than that available twenty
years ago, Bird said.
"We see mostly poly-drug users
here," Greg Hassakis, Marketing and
Public Rlations
Director at Northwest Passages Adolescent Hospital,
said. "They arc people who use
varieties of drugs in combinations,
marijuana, alcohol, amphetamines,
Hassakis said marijuana
affects
young people more adversely, than
adults primarily because of lower
body mass," he said.
There has been an increase in problems due to dependency .but young
people need to be encouraged to seek
treatment if they develop any kind of
, chemical dependency, Hassakis said.
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PX 2000 The outdoor enthusiast who demands the
difference the Vuarnet lens makes, insists on the "v."
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Home of ...
Sports Lounge
Welcomes .. ·
Students & Faculty
• Restaurant6 a.m.-2p.m. Daily

5 p.m.-10p.m. Mon.-Sat.

oHappy Hour5·7 p.m. Monday-Friday

When you're the best, you see things differently.

• Live Entertainment.
9:30 p.rn.d:30 a.m.Wed.-Sat.

See the full line of Vuamet sunglasses and accessories at:
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. (CPS)-There may be ways to pre:, ,
vent the low-level "roommate wars"
that college students often find,
themselves in during-the fall when
theyvmove
in with strangers;
according to Dr. Jane Morgan Bost,
Southwestern University.'
Southwestern, rather than making
random room assignments, tries to
match roommates who have similar
lifestyles, study habits, musical tastes
and other interests.
Bost, counseling director at
Southwestern, said she suggests that;
even beforethey meet, prospective'
roommates should talk on the phone.
"They can get: toknow some basic
things'about each other: Is one a partier, and the other a studier? How
much will.the stereo be played?",
Bost said some students develop a
contract that setsground rules for the
living situation. This can helproorn-:
mutes avoid problems or work them
'out when they occur, she said ..
. Once in their rooms, .students are
required to live with their roommates
for two weeks. 'If problems 'develop
during thattirne.Istudent
advisors
will help resolve the situation. After
two weeks, the students may ask for'
new accornodatlons. .. "
. "Theimportant thing isthat each
person learn to live with the other,"
Bost said.

.

. .

.

Chris ButlerJ Unlverslty

Court job:

George Manning, Pavlllonoperator, puts some, final touches

News

on the BSUlogo in the Pavilion. The court also was reftnished.

,Com' On ... You deserve·.· it
the place for. you
SBSU
Senate .Meetingj. .
All students are encouraged to attend
the ASBSUSenate Meetings which
'
are held:
Iuesdov and Thursday'

. Mandatory Meetjngs
WHO: All recognized Clubs and Organizations of BSU
(on officer and the advisor)
WHAT: Informational Session

4:00 p.rn,
Thisweek in the Nez Perce Room

WHERE: Clearwater Room, SUB
WHEN: September 21 - 10:45a.m. and 11:45 a.m.

Student Union Building (SUB)

September 22 - 10:45a.m. and 12:15p.m,
September 23 - 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.

$

STU.oENT INSURANCE

REFUNDS

$

Any full-fee paying student v'~lodoes not wish
to carry health insurance under the University
plan, may file for a refund .
.You have one month to file a' petition for a '
refund. Bring your full-fee paying activity card
and a picture ID to the information booth in the .
SUBfor a refund.
.
.Refllrid forms will be ovojobleln the Student
Health Center from Sept. 14until Sepf. 25.
For more information please' contact: '
Mike Kleine 38'5-3863 .

September 24 ~ 2:00 p.m. and 3:15 p.m.

ITS GREAT TO GET CAR.DED
Pick up your USADiscount Card ot ASBSU,
. Unlon Station or from any Senator.
Thiscard entitles you too ~O% discount at
any participating, merchant .
Sponsored by, the Associated
Students of BoiseState 'University.
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ACOAs used as course model
by Joel Walker and Peggy Holt

The University News
Professor Ed Mcl.usk'e used a unique approach to the listening course
he taught this summer at. BSU.
According to Mcluskie, instead of
emphasizing the traditional techniqucs such as paraphrasing.what
one
hears back to the speaker, he used the
compulsive, controlling behavior of
, Adult Children of Alcoholics as a
framework for the course.
Mcl.uskie
said he used this
framework to build a continuum of
options for his students to draw from
to improve their listening skills. On
one end of the continuum would be
"the bag of tricks"(i.c.
paraphrasing), while the other extreme would
be nothing less than changing your
life, he said.
"If you think of listening as a process you can get on top of to be a better listener, it works only so long as
you avoid
what
the addiction'
literature tells us," McLuskie said.
He used this framework because of
the' emphasis currently being placed

on the problem of addiction and
compulsive behavior by communication and other social science researchers, he said.
McLuskie said several characteristics of ACOAs may directly affect
their ability to communicate and to
listen effectively.
For example,
ACOAs, according to the text used
for the listening course, sometimes
do not trust their perceptions 0'1' the
world.
"The would-be (ACOA) listener is
constantly
engaged
in futuretripping-developing
tactics of trying to get his or her own way; so no
procedure for better listening will
help until their other problem is
taken care of. In other words, until
they change their life,"> Mcl.uskie
said.
McLuskie said, "... there arc about
25 million alcoholics in this country.
And ... you multiply that figure by a
factor of three to get the number of
those people who are affected by that
disease." However, one may broaden
that and say that there are many
more people growing up in all kinds

of dysfunctional
homes, of which
, alcoholism is only one form.
Some statistics indicate only about
four percent of the population of this
country
is "normal"
anyway,
McLuskie said. "The most conservative figure I've heard is that there
are 28 million ACOAs in this country," McLuskie said.
Growing up in an alcoholic home,
McLuskie said, "children arc always
guessing at what normal is. They
really don't, know. They are always
anticipating
the future, waiting for
the next shoe to fall."
According to Mcl.uskie, the question that should be asked by tliose
wanting to listen better is: "Does he
or she have to learn bag of tricks, or
would he or she need to change their
life?"
McLuskie currently is considering
putting
together
a two-week
workshop
on addiction
topics in
general,
"The
(communication)
department is pretty receptive to the
idea," he said.

St.udent sex safe, unsafe?
(CPS)-Students'
concerns about
AIDS apparently are not changing
their sexual habits, several campus
observers-say,
But another poll indicates students' fears about AIDS
actually is slowing their sexual activities, and that virginity may be
back in vogue.
Blotnick Associates, a New York
polling firm, said its survey of 1,422
students on 12 campuses revealed
that 24 percent of the women on
campus
"think
about"
sexually
transmitted
diseases
when they
choose sex partners.
Only II percent of the women in
a 1977 Blotnick survey said they were
concerned about such diseases.
Only six percent of the men on
campus consider the disease a factor
in choosingsex partners, compared
to four percent of the men in 1977.
"Many men still (choose) the 'live
dangerously, high-risk' sex," according to Srully Blotnick, who' conducted the research.
The men's responses closely resemble the findings of a recent Stanford
Health Clinic study of student sex
habits.

Chris Butler I University News

Long fall:

An ROTC cadet rappels down the side of the
SPEC on hot afternoon last week.

heterosexuals
arc at risk, so they
Stanford found that about a third
don't sec it as the great risk it will be
of the students they questioned "do
in years to come."
not know what 'safe sex' practices
While others agree sexual conserare, and even many who do know
vatism on campuses is high, they add
don't usc them," the report said.
students also arc aware of AIDS and
Almost three out of four students,
other sexually transmitted
diseases
moreover, do not ask their partners
and the fear is making students
about their health before engaging in
cautious.
sexual intercourse.
"That fear is definitely reflected in
"We haven't noticed 'any recent
the decline in the amount of prochanges in students' sexual attitudes,
miscuity and in the incidence oj
at least not in relation to AIDS," Dr.
general venereal disease," according
Mary Watts of the University of
to Dr. Don Cooper, director of-stuWashington Women'sClinic said.
dent health
at Oklahoma
State
"Over the years, from the 1960s to
University.
the 1980s, there's been a trend toward
"The AIDS- scare helped that.
less promiscuity, but it's not related
Students arc more selective about
to AIDS. There hasn't been enough
their
sexual
partners,
more
publicity yet about the disease to
monogamous.
More often, they're
make students aware."
using condoms when they have sex,
"The conservatism of students today has probably protected them 'and that is causing a decline in
venereal disease."
from a widespread outbreak of the
disease. And only .04 percent of

Salt & Pepper's
Rhythm Express, Inc.

Presents
Salt & Pepper's
C'est La Vie
705 Fulton

.IBM Personal System/2.
The next generation
in personal computing
, is here.

Boise; Idaho .
Just off Capital Blvd.

HOURS: Wednesday Thru Saturday 8 p.m. until 2 p.m.
Sunday, M,gnday & Tuesday CLOSED
Look, for .tlve jazz by Boplicity
September 20, 1987
Specialties

La Vie

of C'est

Electric Blue Wednesday
.Draft Beer
.75
.Electric Iced Tea $2.50
6) Free Admission

I"""I

With increased speed and storage.
these powerful computers can handle
almost any size job. From the office to the .
classroom to your home. '
'
;...;.
Whether you need a single stand,
......
alone system or a network of computers. the IBM'" Personal Systern/Z" offersyou the right performance at the right price,
Come in today and find out what the future has to offer.

Thursday-Ladies
Nite
. ·Free admission for the ladies
from 8p.m.to
10 p.m.
. ·Specialladies'
drink prices
from 8 p.m, to 11 p.rn.:
Dress code:

PC Fair-Micron
Center
Opte S~.Pte,!,ber 28, 29, 30
Time 9.00·7.30 p.m.

• Dress. to J m press"
No Jeans
No T-shlrts/Sweatshirts
No Shorts
.
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Out and About
'Calendar
MONDAY,
Continuing
Nursing Education Workshop, "Legal Issues:
Informed Consent and Confidentiality."
St. Luke's
Anderson Center, 8 a.m.-3:30
p.m., 385-1\95.

Idaho State Historical Society and, the Idaho Centennial
Commission,
History in the
Community
Conference,
. Owyhee Plaza through Sept.
IQ, 345-1990.

FRIDAY

SPB film, Restless Natives,
SPEC, 7 p.m., student admission free.

Beach
p.m,

TUESDAY

Pianist Madeleine Hsu, Faculty ArtistRecital,
8 p.m. Morrison Center Recital Hall.

Last day for 75 percent refund
for dropping
a class 01'
withdrawing
from
the
university,

SATURDAY

State Board of Education
meeting, Senate Chambers,
SUB, through Sept. 17.
Side Street Strullers,
Chapelle Winery, 7 p.m.

SI.

WEDNESDAY
Michael
Bailey and Matt
Reidy, Comedy Works, 8 p.m.,
admission is $3, through Sept.
:?OO.

Boys,

Pavilion,

7:30

"Visions,"
New Music and,
dance
with Jim Cockey,
Lynette Kessler, Carl Rowe
and the Hyde Park Chamber
Players,
Morrison
Center
Stage 1\, 8:15 p.m.
Boise Corporate Relay, I p.rn.,
Bronco
Stadium
Track,
385-1826.
Entries due for the Boise
Public Library Foundation
Tennis Tournament, 6 p.m.

Beaux Arts Fall membership
luncheon, 345-8330.

Christian
Comedian
Mike
Warnke, Pavilion, 7:30 p.m.,
admission free.

SPH film, Restless Natives, 3
p.m., Boisean Lounge, student
admission free.

Juanita Werners Scholarship
Run, Ann Morrison
Park,
322-1499 or 336-6620.

French
film, Apostrophe,
Education
Building, Room
_ 332, 7 p.rn., admission free.
Faculty/Staff
Luncheon,
SBOE advisory
committee
member Jack Peterson on
research.
and
economic
development, 11:30 a.m., SUB
Lookout Room.

THURSDAY
KAID and the League of
Women Voters, The Constitu-

Aerobic Fitness Instructors
Course, 385-1570.

SUNDAY
Morrison Center Live, KBSU
FM, 8 p.m., Music of the 20th
Century,
Lynn Berg, Del
. Parkinson, Edmund Winston
and John Baldwin.
SPB film, BUller/lies Are Free,
SPEC, 7 p.m., student admission free.

tion: Search and Seizure, 8.
p.m., Channel

4.

Bouquet-s-Chicken Cordon Bleus, Sept. 14; Mystics, Sept. 15-19.
Hannah's-Secret Agents, Sept 15·19.,
'
Lock, Stock & Barrel-s-Rob Harding, Sept. 15; Rob Harding & David
Young, Sept. 16-17;Rob Harding & Sylvia Walters, Sept 18-19.
Nendcls-c-Prime Time, Sept. 16·19.
'.
Red Lion Dowmowner-i-After Shock, Sept. 15·20.
The Rlvcr-e-Rcdstone, Sept. 14·19.
Blue Note Cafe-The Pruitts, Sept. 15;Brent Jensen and Friend, Sept. 20.
I).J·s-Curfew, Sept. 15·20.
Fats-Just Sayne, Sept.16·19;-Rail, Sept 20.
Uino's-Little Tokyo, Sept. 14-19.
. Tom (jr.line~··s-Big Bang Theory, Sept. 15·19.
('omed) Works-Michael Bailey and Matt Reidy, Sept. 16-20.

;1

�

top/ay

Famous
surf dudes
the Pavilion

The unmistakable harmonies of the Beach Boys, who
created California surf music, will be coming to the BSU
Pavillion Sept. 17 at 7:30 p.m. This will be their first
performance at BSUsince 1983.
The Beach Boys, now celebrating 26 years of-rock and
roll were formed in 1961 by the three Wilson brothers:
Brian. the compositional genius, Carl, the Chuck-Berry-

inlluenced guitar player, and Dennis, the self-destructive
drummer, along with cousin Mike Love and friend Al
Jardine.
From 1961 to 1965, the Beach Boys amassed several
car radio hits such as "I Get Around," "FunFun Fun,"
"Help Me Rhonda,"
and "Don't Worry Baby."
After the revolutionary single "Good Vibrations" and
Pet Sounds, the Beach Boys went through several personal and musical difficulties, resulting in the release
of several critically unfavored albums such as Holland
and Wild HOlley.
However, with the release of the 1977 album The
Beach Boys Love You, acclaimed by critics as Brian
Wilson'scomeback
album, and the Beach Boys were
alive in the marketplace once again. Since the early
1980s, the band has released several albums, and are
planning to release a new one this fall.
Tickets for the show are 011 sale at sIS at all Select-aSeat outlets.

Renowned comic
to headline
at Comedy Works.
Comedian Michael Bailey will
per form the ComedyWorks from
Sept. 16-20. Bailey, who is also a
teacher and an actor, was a runnerin the 2nd Annual Midwestern
comedy Laugh Off in 1983 and
won first place in the "Comedy
Store" and "Catch a Rising
Star" touring contests. Bailey
has appeared
at The
Improvisation in San Diego,
San Francisco's Holy City
Zoo, The Comedy Store,
and the Improv in Los
Angeles,
and
New
York's
Catch'
a
Rising
Star.
Featured with Bailey
is
Matt
Reidy.
Showtimes
for
Gailey's
performances are 8
p.m. .Wednesday,
Thursday
and
Sunday and 8
and 10 p.m, on
Friday
and
Saturday.
Admission is
$3 Wednesday,
Thursday and
Sunday, and
$5 Friday and
Saturday,

at
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M IJsesAmerican-sou nding,refreshi ng Bostonba nd
Throwing Muses have just signed
to Sire Records and produced their
first domesticly released record,' the
seven-song EP, The Fat Skier, which
should finally give them some attention here in the states. Produced by .
Mark Van Heeke (who has worked
with Milwaukee's Violent Femmes)
by SIeve Farneman
the record contains some of the best
The University News
music from the Muses to date. ~
The first side is still distinctive-with
Just over a year ago, an amazing
a sound imaginatively bent and
debut' album was released from a blended together. However, the temquirky Boston-based band of three po and mood of the songs remain
females and one male calling
consistent-for
the most partthemselves Throwing Muses. The unlike much of the stuff on the first
first American band to release a album.
record on the British 4AD label, it
The EP opens with the desperate
was a chaotic and strikingly original
and tense "Garoux des Larmes."
effort and arguably the year's finest Hersh squawks and squeals lightly
float
over
the
"Fish" -Iike
album.
Twenty-year-old
Kristin Hersh minimalism of the song. "Pools in
is the singer, guitarist and main Eyes", written and sung by Donelly,
songwriter for Throwing Muses and is a driving but delicate and pretty
led the band over intense walls of thing-somewhat
different than
pain, terror and love on the critical- Hersh's songs.
ly acclaimed debut album.
An excellent new version of "And
Barely 'out of their teens (the a She Wolf after the War," originalaverage age is 20), Hersh,
lyon their first independently releasstep-sister Tanya Donelly (guitar, per- ed cassette,· appears here. Hersh
cussion. vocals), Leslie Langston paints a rather dark picture, singing
(bass, backing vocals) and David "I can see them riding over the
Narcizo (drums) have played several hills/Cowboy hats are back in
dates in America and Europe suppor- style/This is your future after the
ting labelrnatesthe Cocteau Twins. war. "
Hersh also gave birth to her son
The record's two centerpiece cuts,
Dylan last year and put together "A Feeling" and "You Cage," display
material for the Chains Changed EP_ a simplicity not evident in earlier
rerecorded and released earlier this tunes.
year.

HICOHDS

."Feeling" is instantly striking as a
very sincere and evocative yet hauntingand almost unnerving song. A
gently swaying guitar line and bass
back the atmosphere as Hersh softly sings: "I never could see anyone
besides you/Believe it or not/Pro-

mind.
The 4S rpm's side B offers a new
version of "Soul Soldier" fromthe
first album, which has been extended, or rather, drawn out to almost
nine minutes in length.
"Soul Soldier'; is more difficult

love/We couldn't breathe in love/We
couldn't say the word ... "
The rest of the side is experimental,but stilI listenable. The band experiments withback masking, during which they laugh and joke about
it mouthfulof food and kites; strange
drum compositions; bass effects and the soundsof Hersh's infant son.
The Fat Skier easily is one of the
year's best recordings and should
make a big splash on' college and
alternative radio. Kristiri Hersh's
tense almost possessed appearance
. and songwriting is unforgettable.
Throwing
Muses is a very
American-sounding
band which
casts a spell on the listener. It also is
completely refreshing to see so much
talent and potential in a band this
young, which quite possibly is the
best American band to come along
since REM.

GRADE: A

Ra't.rigSystelll···
bably not",
"Cage" is a short, acoustic, bitter
ode to lost loves and lives: "I spurn
your love .. .1. .. so you own ugly
hats/you wear them well," Hersh
states so nicely that a scene with the
song's unlovable characters comes to

listening than the first side as the
band abruptly changes speeds and
travels down several roads at once.
Hersh jumps in ferociously singing,
"The cut that kills the knife/Till it
bleeds splitting shells/Their eyes were
locked and their hearts were open in

·'V·A:· >Excell~rii;,.·.·· . '
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REM's new album completes metamorphosis
'REM, long since christened the
Beatles
of
the
American
underground by salivating critics and
fans, finds itself perched upon a
pedestal in an enviable position; they
skirt the fence between underground
hepcat acceptance and actually selling enough records to make a living.
Except that everything illusory and
grand holds its own paradox-

HICUHOS
•
4

by Wan Rirt
The University News

meaning, behind every record rack
lurks a scathing critic poised for
scrutiny of every note put forth by
Rapid Eye Movement.
On Document, REM's metamorphosis into an unadulterated rock
band, hinted previously on Life's
Rich Pageant, is full circle. Production has never been at the forfront of
REM albums, but it has now been

called forth. Apparently thin,chimt;Y
guitar or the tone of Michael Stipe's
voice no longer suffice for the invocation of a certain mood. There is
not much hidden on this album, not
even the long-elusive lyrics. The question burns: Is REM at its destination
arid, if not, can it get there from
here?
Side one begins where "Begin the
Begin", (the opening cut on Life's
Rich Pageant left off, with "Finest
Worksong," a cut utilizing mediumtempo big drums, thick guitar
motives, and a very terse vocal performance by Stipe. "Welcome to the
Occupation"
ensues,
sadly

afflicts a bandpressured to perform.
"Exhuming McCarthy" is an infectuous tune with funk interludes, and
a surprising lyrical, personal touch.
"You're sharpening stones/Walking
on coals/to improve your business
accurnen," Stipe croons in a soulful
manner. Such self-evident truths embody "Disturbance at the Heron
House," probably the most traditionl REM-sounding song on this
album, and the cerebral kicker,"Il's
the End of the World As We Know
It (And I Feel Fine." The latter is
obviously a labor of love, and the

See REM, page 11.

So ml]cb computer,
. ·so little mone)': .

I(

~

~

"No, I've never lost a term paper
because of disk error. But then,
I've always used Sony."

W

hen it's three
•o'clock in the
morning and
you're nearly
done with your term paper,
the last thing you want to
see on the screen is "fatal
disk error:'
That's why so many
people insist on Sony.
One reason is that
Sony invented the 3.5" disk
drive as well as the 3.5"
, floppy diskette.
. Another reason Sony
floppies are so popular on
campus is their relentless

reliability. And that goes
for our 5.25': floppies, too .
After all, when it
comes to magnetic media,
nobody's ahead of Sony.
We're a world leader in

audio, video and computer
magnetic media.
The thing to remember about magnetic media
in computers is that almost
any input error can be
corrected, but lost data
is forever.
. So. instead of learning
your lesson the hard way,
trust the diskettes that set
the standard for the others
to follow,
Use the Sony;

'SONY:
THE ONE ~

. See vour parncrpannq
dc:.<1oIt't.Sung],ass cller-qocd
on purchases
01 10 01 any 3 5 ·or 525- disks whlle
,
c J9R1Sony CotpOT<10110n01 America Sony and The One and pnjv ere trad~rnltks
of Sony

Ihey luI.

ONLY.

The IBMe 'Personal System/2" Model 30
.
The Model 30 is about2S% smaller than the IBM PC. does many
Jobs more than two times faster than the IBM PC X-T··and comes with
640KB of memory and a 20 megabyte fixed disk if you want one
Graphics are spectacular. Sn is the value.
..
.
Come in today and find out what the IBM Personal System/2
Model 30 can do for you.
,

PC Fair-lVllcron

Center
D.ate S~Ptel}lber 28,29, 30
.Time. 9.00·7.30 p.m .
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not another iE.Ta'

'Man'fhought-provoking;

--e---

MIVIIS·

Rantes says, "people are. dying of
sorrow and. you (humankind)
do
nothing. " Rantes, on the other hand,
sees a.person who is cold and gives

byJ, Pittman
The University News
Inside an asylum; Dr. Dennis sits
with his chair tilted against the wall.
Ali absent look is onhis face as he.'
'smokes, and 'listens to the paihetlc
confession of an inmate relating the
.suicide pact he made with his 19ver. "
It resulted in her death and his sad '
telling of his failed attempt to die
with her.
'
'The doctor isn't really listening,
but is thinking that the agony, the
.pathos and the hopelessness of this
man, and all his other patients, are
beyond his ability to cure,
This ipheopening
scene of Man
Facing Southeast; But, enter Rantes,
an' inmate no one, can' account for,
who suddenlybecomes
a patient of
Dennis. Rantes claims to be a visitor
from another.planet,
here to try to him his coat; he sees someone in sorhelp humankind save itself. He seems 'row and consoles them; if he sees a
human in need, he responds.
to know the doctor's plight of dispair,
The film is a series of discussions
his inability to empathize with his'
between Dennis and Rantes; in which
-patients.

Rantes 'points
out the 'doctor's
weaknesses and doubts rather-than
the doctor offering insight to Rantes,
And as the dialogues begin to-draw
you in, it becomes increasingly difficult to' decide whether Rantes reaIy is an alien, or is crazy after all. Just
as it becomes difficult for the audience to.know, so it 'doest-or Dennis. If he' accepts Rantes as an alien,
then he himself must be insane.
Rantes hasa magnetism about him
which draws the. other patients to

him.just as it draws in the doctor. He
~o~~:~~;;:~~~~y~:dw:~t~~~~:;~~',
(facing

southeast)

'ri~~~i.i~?~oS~~n:~~/o

receiving,

yet cynical as Dr, Dennis; and Inez
Vernengo's Beatriz is both saintly and
sensual.
"
'
Man Facing Southeast is worth
seeing, if only t6 speculate on how
we react to human misery and suffering and if,
fact, we are as uncaring and uconcerned
as Rantescalls us. Is Rantes an alien? Is heinsane? Or is he only appearing to be
one or the other to those of us who
have lost our ability to care? If Mall

-,

I

made to makeus think and respond,
then it worked well. The ads call it
an E.T. for adults; but i think that
misrepresents the essence of the film:
It's thought provoking and a deeply,
moving story.
"

in

j

I

i

.

,

his 'home

At just the precise moment 'when
you feel the story might become dull'
with just the exchange of doctor and

Man Facing Southeast is playing at
the Flicks and is rated R.

GRADE: A

'H I-II ' ,poor .exam'pe'
I"

patient, upBeatriz,
of Rantes,
shows
to visita friend
him. A
sort of
,triangle evolves between them-e-a
spiritual bond between Beatriz and
Rantes while a very sensual. one
begins for her and the doctor.
,Mall FacingSoutheast is ail Argentine film with English subtitles, and
while it has none of the high gloss of
a ,Hollywood-produced
film,' the
story is compelling. Hugo Sato as'
Rantes is intriguing and charismatic;
. Lorenzo Quinteros is compassionate

Cont. from page 10.

of overtlredqenre
•.

_s:~- ..

_

The behind-the-lines
carousing; the
ncwlyarrived, fresh-faced kids out of,
boot camp (complete with an ItalianAmerican
from New Jersey); the
echoes of '60s hit songs in the
background (Otis Redding's "Sittin'
on the Dock of the Bay" and the
••••••••••••
'11-, 'Animals' "We Gotta Get Out of this
, Place", all point to the redundancy
by Lee Arnold
of the film: .
The University News "
What Isworse, John Irvin's direcAnother
entry in th~" Vietnam
.tion : pfodsalong,'
with cliched
movie sweepstakes, 'Hamburger Hill ' characters and scenarios, while the
recounts the struggle of the IOlst Ak- castismade up of virtual unknowns:'
,'borne Division in their taking of the
Only Courtney Vance, as "Doc," the
shell-battered hill of thesame name ' unit's medic, seems to rise above the
in tlie Ashau Valley, of Vietnam.
'morass. Being black, he struggled
Although
not the scene
the
against prejudice as a civilian, jU$1 as'
bloodiest fighting'in Southeast Asia,
he struggles against death as afront. this May, 1969 battle symbolized the
liner, and hiscynicismabout
the ;'var ,
futility of the war, and its effects on
and knowledge
that nothing
wm
tile front-line GI's,
'
change for him upon his retu'rn home
Although Hamburger Hill reminds
give the' picture what little dimension
us of the waste of young men's lives
it. possesses.
"
and of the poin\lessness
of ,war in.
Overall, hmvever, Hambu;ger Hill
general, .the other recent Vietnamcomes off as a B-grade Pla/oon and
'genre
offerings, Piatoon and' Full a poor man's Full Metal Jacket ..As
. Metal Jacket scream,ed that message
important as thc memory of Vietnam
nome with a verity that bordered on
is, the fact remains that this genre has
reporting, a "just the facts" starkness
simply been overkilled. This movie,
as immaculate in the'detail of their
while executed with'the idea of come
siorics as they are graphic.
plementing
the other pictures, abIn contrast;.
Hamburger Hill viously was also conceivcd to cash in
'mumbles incoherently, ptesentingthe
on their artistic and commercial suc,horrors of-war withoutth~dcpth
of
cess. Unfortunately
for john'Irvin
, charactcr or story development tllat ' and compally, , the, film' achicves
made
those
other
films more
neither goal.
.
memorable.
Hamburger Hill is rated R and is
~ormula-plagued
from thc opencurrently playing at ,thc 8th Street
ing sequence of soldiers scurrying to
Marketplace Cinemas.,
.
,heliCopter gunships, this picture sluggishly goes throught the motion's:
'

,M 0 V, 1,1S'','

.of

GRADE: D

good band, rather than an icon of
our gencration,
Document will be
easy to swallow.

GRADE:B

"'Il. .'

,

Prot~C! :your employees, your
comp.any,and yourself frolll the
person<ll S\Jffering and financial
loss of cancer ... call your local
uri~ of the American Cancer
Society and ask .for their free
pamphlet, "Helping Your
Employees to Protect Them·
selves Against'Cancer," Start
,your 'co!npany on a pOlicy of

9OOdhe1*

Want a Good Job?
'"Ben Bank Teller
Be Empioyableln Four .Short Weeks
.
Free 'PI~cement Assistance

If they won't tell you about it,· ,
then.y()U'knowit must be great.

Cn)JToday,
. .... , ,.'
',TEJ,;LItRTI{AININGINSTITUTE',
'1471 S\1orelilie,333·1333
, Boise, Idaho 83702

Purple Passion~ Ollt of fhe bathtub, into the can,
and onto the shelves of yellr favorite store.
Discoverit for yourself.
Bottled

lor ~or1d Wtd. Diliill.d Prodvch Cq~

S;

BeYerog, COlocepk, St,·

lOtlfl,. Mcr6110S

15 Prool

~

)

Facing Southeast is a film that was

.. ,

and

:RE'M -----------....-;..---------------...,;",;,...-.resultis irresistable.
Side two be~ins willI the monotone
single "Tho One I Love" and is
followed by perhaps the most interesting
song
on the album,
"Fireplace"-an
idiosyncratic,
riff
which seems to have benefitted from
REM's new surge of production
power. "Lightnin'
Hopkins"treads
on former forbidden territory, using
a beat box for bass drum measures.
Michail Stipe's voice, is strained
beyond recognition and the results
ring hollow. Such is also true,orthe
final cut,"Oddfellows
Local 151",
seemingly. recorded
as an afterthought to fill the sieve-like quota of
this album's songs.
Lilting and ethereal, perhaps the
best cut on the album, is "King of
Birds". Peter Buck deftly plays sitar,
weaving in and out of Bill Berry's
syncopated march snare and Stipe's
soft, thoughtful, vocal endeavor. The
of this album. What is missing is the
diminutive oncrepeats
"Leaves mc
otherworldiness
and originality of
.~cold" as a choral point of rcfcrence,
REM
of'
past.
The
;·possibIYa
hint at the rccurr~nt . the
precocoiousness
and spontaneity of
troubles of retaining compassion in
Chronic 'Town, Murmur,
and
timeS of meddlesome externalities.
Reckoning, has long since passed. If
It is apparent that REMconcenone can accept REM as simply a,
trated much effort in thc preparation

11
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New Age Movement attracts attention
. By Stephen King
The University News.
The New Age movement, which
BSU graduate student Bill Sharp
describes
as a "tra'nscendental
lifestyle," recently has received much
attention in the Boise area.
Last month's
harmonic
convcrgance was celebrated as ushering
in a new era of peace in the world.
BSU has offered classes such as
Whole
Person-c-Whole
Planet
which deals with positive transformation in the world. Several New Age
stores, such as the Blue Unicorn and
the Hea'rt Center, which sel1 crystals
and books on numerology,
are
located in and around Boise,
According
to
former
BSU
Research Director Richard Mabbutt,
who taught Whole Person-Whole
Planet, the New Age movement is
not new to Boise, He said the city
traditional1y has been a "bot house"
for New Age activity.
"On-a per-capita basis, Boise has
more New Age individuals, activities
than most communities
of its size.
People from the larger comrnunitites,
Seattle, San Francisco, have been
astonished by both the quality and
quantity of some of the activites that
have gone on here,"
he said.
Mabbutt said much of the New
Age activity in Boise might be related
to the claim that the area has one of
the largest crystalline energy formations in the world. According to the
New age school of thought, crystals
produce
energy.
"That crystal1ine energy is reported
to
be,
whether
literally'
or
metaphorically, in thc Boise foothills.
That has been said by people from
the San Francisco area, so it is ilOt
local humor that is responsible for

wisdom
of critical,
intergrating
facilities, so thatmeans that curiousity has to guide the learning agenda,
and if it means that, the curriculum
must be more student-orientated:'
Though there is resistance to the
.. The.·:Ne\v A~e'movement ~~s'accull1uI~ted .•several'••
New Age practices by some "ormisconceptiollS .aboutits philosophy. Below are, four com- .'•.
thodox" faculty members, students
monlyheld beliefsabout the New Age movement which can' usually are receptive to ihc New Age
movement, Mabbutt said.
be considered "myths":
....
i'
....
·.The
New:AgenlOvement is<'ne\v,' '.'•'..•...•...•..•
., ....." •••.: •....•..... "There are a small, but growing,
number
of people who are en.According to'formcrOSU Professor Richatd Mabbutttlle"-thusiatic, and seriously interested in
-: new Age movement.is eclectic innature:,certai~ con.';.beHefs
exploring the ideas and incorporating
._.suchasa non-linear reality, multiple futures; world peace,
these principles, changing agents, into their lives, others
who are
illlerconnecied,human beings asequa!s,hoiistic healingand
peripherally curious, and a number
··'self-responsibilityare the result o~Buddliistand Hindu lnwho are indifferent, rooted in confluences, ancient Christianmysticism,old science and other
ventional science and religion:'
philosophies,BSU graduate'ThrryThurbersaid "the think.
Cree Forest, founder of Whole
ing is notnewtome,thewiJiingnesstoaclupon
thatihiiikLight in Eagle, Idaho, a company
ing is newl'
,
.
concerned with self-generated help,
said she finds that people generally
\ eTarotcafds or. crystals are central to the movement's
interested in New Age often begin by
beliefs.
.'
.
buying books on such topics as
Mabbuttsaid.the core beliefs of the New.Age deal with.
numerology.
an individual's perception, intuition and interconnectedness, ..
She said if people fear New Age,
they "think
it is black magic."
among other abstract elements.
.,
'.
Sharp said he believes people
e New Agers can be.recognized with brightly coloredturwho are offended by the New Age
bans or tie-dyed .tee-shlrts.. '. . . . .. ... ... ..'
.
movement generally feel the way they
The New Age philosophy issh~red,rrom businessmen todo "because it doses the door on
cattlenicn.·
.
things that some people know exclusively,
and they don't
know
anything else."
He said he thinks some people are
frightened because they feel that, if
thcy give anything to the movement,
Mabbut said the structure inthc
that view,"
Mabbutt
said. The
they will have nothing
left for
- Whole Person-Whole
Planet course
claim, he said was made by "channel
themselves. "Some of these ideas ac"is not orthodox: it is not convenreaders," who prophesy while in an
tually suggest that you can give it
tional, it is not so much imposed by
alternate state of conciousness.
away and still have more than you
the professor as it is something which
Currently, Mabbutt said, education
started with," he said.
'
is truer to the notion of learning, the
is slowly shifting from the structured
Mabbutt said he docs not spend
Latin to draw out. Some students inenvironment imposed by the instrucmuch energy worrying over New Age
tor to a more student-oriented
one,
terpret that as drawing out the
charlatans because he does not find
wisdom of the instructor. I think it
that could involve meditation
and
that those people exemplify the
is more a matter of drawing out the
visual aids:'

.TllREEC~~.MONNEW-AGE·.MYTHS:"·

i-

Rent
~ompson.s,
Washer & Dryer
1707 Broadway

If you really ~ant

\I"harishi 'Iahesh \ilgi
hllllldl'r

\l!'lllt:

\kdl1;lll\l11

o·

TrOln'l'l.'ndl'lll.ll

Pnlt:ra111

movement.
"I think to the extent that
somebody behaves in an egotisical,
and intervening kind of way that says
'I have this truth, and you need to
know it, it is my right to charge exorbitant fees for this knowledge and
I am going to tell you how to run
your life" is much more reflective of
old institutional
practices than it
would be anything I would understand as New Age:'
Mabbutt said people are introduced to New Age through a kind of invitational process. "Thfs has nothing
to do with missionaries,
but when
people are curious and say, 'Your life
seems to work in some sort sort of
way that I admire, can you share how
that is for you?' and you are invited
to share that is more the hallmark (of
New Age thinking)."
Forest said, when shc started' working at Whole Light, customers asked that she wear a crystal. "I don't
like (the gadgctsjbccause
it is taking
the power away- from you more
directly, but I also think it brings people to the power. It is a bridge. I
couldn't be skept ical for it as long as
it shows them their own light and
god ness:'
According
to Forest, New Age
began not with a fascination
with
crystals, but to make world peace.
Cree said that includes pollution and
murder "and once you have everyone
responsible, nothing is going to happen. Nobody is going to get killed,
or have somebody killed, or their
relatives killed"
"We have got to be serious about
taking our own lives in control and
making this a planet worth living
on," she said.

$35.00 per month and up

344-5180

to know how to
improve your grades,
your c~reer, and.
your life, there's an
upcomillg lecture
-you shouldn't miss.
f5&maew#

&5554';W&?4tAt

*"* S¥44''b4tIlf'S''

Rightno~
you can
wash your
clothes
wilhout
emp1ying

fli

Over 1,000,000 students have experienced the benefits of the
Transcendental MeditatioH technique, including:

i

'\

\.

·increased creativity
-increased learning ability
-increased intelligence
-improved concentration and memory
-reduced stress and anxiety
-better relationships
-improved athletic performance
-better grades

INC.

your.

pocKets!

p
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FREE WASH
OR $1 OFF
DROP OFF. .
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The Transcendental Meditation Technique
Call 344-1482 for more information
Free
12:00p.m.
Lecture & 7:30p.m.

Wed. and Thur.
Ada Loung?Sept. 16 & 17, 1987
BSU Student .Union
Sponsored by the Students International Meditation Society

r,' .

cfiM.J~!

4516 Overland
. Next to WCj.remart
7am to 9 pm

- 383-9274 •.
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Students adopt radical fashions, but not. ideas
(CPS)-Campus
fashions are changing radically this fall, but no
one is sure if it means students are
becoming as radical as their clothes.
"I don't know if it's a political statement,"according
to Valerie Cartier
of Haute Stuff boutique, a shop
popular among University of Min-

nesota students.
"But it is a
statement."
"It's the return of the '60s," Larry
Schatzman of the Unique Clothing
Warehouse said.
Whatever it is, America's college
students are changing their wardrobes this fall: Various Fashion

observers agree that tie-dyes, jeans
and mini skirts are in, and the pressed, preppy look is out.
"Even sorority girls aren't wearing
very preppy clothes. this fall,"· Cartier said. "Students are dressing the
way they're living,"
she said.
"They're not sitting at home and
planning their outfits for an hour."
Another old style is returning.
"Mini skirts arc very big right now,"
'according to Nancy Cooley of the
Ritz, a store near the University of
Colorado campus. "Short skirts arc
'Irot." Also big among' college
students arc silk skirts and shirts, '40s
pleated pants and slinky dresses,
"Women," Cartier said, "are wearing big hoop car rings, thick belts and
chunky jewelry."
Owners of stores on or ncar college campuses said Army surplus
pants, Guatemalan wrist bands, oversized sweaters and jackets arc selling
quickly, and rich, traditional colors
like plum and forest green arc in.
Schatzman said that, although '80s
students
arc interested
in '60s
'fashion, thcy may not bc interested
in "serious" issues. He said his store
slocks dozens of goofy toys ranging

from water pistols and plastic
dinosaurs to paddle balls. "Wc sell an
awful lot of yo-yes," Schatzman
said. "[t's
fun. It's an '80s
mentality."

Musical tastes also influence
fashion trends, according to Judy
Fleisher, thc manager of Oona's, a

used clothing store ncar the Yale
campus in New Haven. Conn.
But Tim Lum of Boston College
said he figures the whole thing is just
a trcnd that will pass in the ncar
future, "It's a reaction against thc
preppy thing," hc said.
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Our Cities.

Our Mountains.

J
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Our Oceans.

Our Plants.

Our Trees.

Our Fishes.

VUARNET

Our Towns.

Our Streams.

SUNGLASSES

Our Forests.
Our Rivers.

Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.

10%OH

Our Air.

Our Tomorrows.

ATER. PROO. F

CLOTHING
Gortex

20%

Off

KNIVES
• Swiss Army
.. Buck Knlvos

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. ~

"Is it too
late to
,

apply?"
Of course not
We are now taking,
applications for
a paste-up artist,
photographers, reporters
and a secretary/receptionist.
Apply at The University News office

I

located in the SUB annex" 1603112
University Drive'

It's ajob with a future! '

.-"',-'
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Broncos gore·M~'t~U1orsiI'130·0victQry
"

. .

,by Tom Lloyd'

. The, University News

\

-. ; ..

" The BSU Broncos won the opening coin.toss.and elected to kick to
the Cal-State NorthridgeMatadors,
It was the last gift Matadors would
receive from the Broncos until Saturday's game was already decided late
with the Broncos leading 24-0 and,
the BSU bench already cleared.
For the second week in a row, the
Broncos looked impressive as they
evened their season record at 2-0 by
, beating Cal-State Northridge 30-0.,
Coach Skip Hall's charges played
a near flawless game from the opening kickoff, The Bronco defensed
pushed the Matador's opening offensive drive back nine yards to their
own 9-yard line in three plays foreing them to punt and giving BSU an
early field advantage which they
maintained throughtout most of the
game.
'The first Bronco drive stalled, but
they were still ill range of P.K. Wiggins' foot as he booted a 46-yard field
goal and set the stage for an incredible first quarter.
A few minutes later, BSU found
itself in possession' of the football
again. This time an IS-yard aerial
, strike from quarterback
Vince
Alcalde to Tightend Reinwaldcapped
of a 14-play,S3-yard drive and made
the score 10-0 with 3:04 left in the
first quarter.
Again, the swarming Bronco
defense held the,Matadors and their

.

.

..!."

highly touted quarterback Rob Huffman, forcing yet another punt.
, BSU regained possession with only
37 seconds left in the first quarter.
Senior tailback Cliff Sexton gained
two yards, and facemask .netted
another five. After an incomplete
pass and apenalty against BSU, the
ball was on the Bronco20-yard line.
Then, with time running out, Alcalde
dropped, back and uncorked a bomb
to senior wide receiver Steve Hale,'
who made an SO-yardrecep.llQ.nand
advanced the lead to 17-0 amid a '
thunderous roar at Bronco Stadium..
By the second' quarter, the' only
thing. that changed was the Boise',
,State players. Hall substituted freely.Freshman quarterback Duane
Halliday completed. the first-half
scoring by running four yards on an
option play. P.K. Wiggins' extra point
made it 24-0 at halftime.
Kicker Wiggins, booted two field·
. goals in each of thelast two quarters
to make the final score 30-0.
Defensively, the Broncos were led,
by outside linebacker Mark Williams:
n tackles. End Pete Kwiatkowskiand
inside linebacker Shawn Ellis contributed seven tackles each. Collectively, the defense recovered two
fumbles and intercepted six passestwo each by cornerback Kenny Kuehl , "
and outside linebacker Jerry Ennis. ' ,
Next week BSU has an open date.
The following week they travel to
Ogden,Utah, to open Big Sky Con- ,:
ference play against the Weber State
Wildcats.
'

...

Brian Becker I.Unlverslty
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Bring this' coupon in for
one ree tanmng'. session
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Ilocated at 13th and River at FAMILY FITNESS,
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Can Today 344-5266'
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Mammography
can detect
breast cancers
even.smaller than the hand
can feel.

.

8IoocL
'Give
'Life'.

I

When our
deafcustomers call,
Suehears them
loud and
cleat

..

Low-dose breast
x-ray, mammography,
is giving hope that the
leading cause of cancer
deaths in women will be
greatly diminished.
We urge women
without symptoms of
breast cancer, ages 35 to
39, to have one mammogram for the record,
women 40 to 49 to have
a mammogram every 1
to 2 years, and women
50 and over, one a year.
, Breast self-examination
is.also an important

health habit and should
be practiced monthly.
I'
,
Ask your local Cancer
AMERICAN
Society for ~reeleat1ets ~CANCER
on both subjects, ,
,,~ SOC;:IElY'" ,

BE A H.ERO!
DONATE
PLASMA
BE

Meet Sue Watlington.
She
Report repair problems. Even find
works at Mountain
Bell's Teleoutabout Directory' Assistance
communications
Center
for
charge exemptions and other specDisabled Customers, helping our
ial services for disabled customers.
hearing impaired and deaf cusWould you or someone you
tomers find answers
on their
know benefit from Mountain Bell's
phone service questions.
' services for disabled customers?
Using a TDD(Telecommuni, Call toll-free 1-800-525-6028 (fiD)
cations
Device for the Deaf),
or 1-800-525-3126 (Voice) from
these customers
can contact
9 a.rn. to Sp,m.,
Monday
employees
like Sue to
through Friday. We promorder phone service. Reise to hear you loud
solve hilling questions.
and clear,

YOUR PLASMA WILL
usED TO MAKE LIFE SAVING
DRUGS AND AS A NEW
DONOR WE WILL PAY YOU
$12.00 FOR YOUR INITIAL
DONATION. JUST BRING
THIS AD TO

AMERICAN
PLASMA
1201 Broadway, Boise

OPEN

@

"Mountain Bell
AUSWEST CQMPf#(

----------,--Answers:"

NeWs

Tight end Olaf Reinwald comes down with thc ball between two Matador
dcfcndcrs during last Saturday's win over Cal-State Northridge.
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fices 2nd floor SUB or call 385-1440
for more information.

Help Wanted
NEED
ENERGETIC,
dedicated,
full-fee-paying
students to work in
student government as senators. Flexible hours, excellent working conditions; Salary $150 a month. Call
385-1440 for more information, job·
applications
can be obtained
at
ASBSU, 2nd floor SUB.
AIITISfIC TYPES ... these are great
. jobs
for creative,
innovative,
dedicated people.1\vo chair positions
available in Student Programs Board.
Performing
arts chair person, and
comedy chairperson. These jobs require 10 hours a week, salary: $150
month. Job descriptions and applications may be picked up at ASBSU of-

HELPERS
WEST-Has
lOO's of
well-screened
nanny
positions
available. No fees! $150-200/week
plus room and board, airfare paid,
vacations, group insurance. 'Call(80l)
295-3266.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING.
M/F. Summer and career opportunities (will train). Excellent pay
plus world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean,
etc. CALL Now (206)
736-0775, Ext. C266.
EXCITING BOSTON. Sports, Night
LIfe, Excitement! Enjoy the Boston
area for one year as a live-in childcare
Nanny. Excellent
salaries,
many

benefits. Call (617) 794-2035 or write
One on One, 10 Berkeley Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810. Inquire now for
spring, fall and summer placement.
$10·$660 WEEKLY/UP mailing circulars! Rush self-addressed stamped
envelope: Dept. An~7CC-E,9300
Wilshire, Suite 470,· Beverly Hills,
Calif., 90212.
EARN hundreds
weekly ill your
spare time. United
Services ' of
America is looking for homeworkers
to perform mail services. Incentive
programs available. For. information
send large self-addressed
stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mountain Pkwy., Suhe 306, Valencia,
Calif., 91355.

Miscellaneous
ADOPTION:
Young, loving couple
from Idaho. Live in country. Unable
to have children. We'll love and nurture your baby as our own. Will pay
all medieal and legal expenses. Coritact
Shelly.
(9a.m.-5p.m.)
208·356'3637.
WONDERING?
They will be September 21, 22, 23, and 24. All
recognizedBSU Clubs and Organizations must be represented.
Call
385-1223.

by Berke Breathed
,....-----.....;;;--------

need an appointment,
but I don't
want togo by myself, Frightened,
Karen. Dear Karen-I'll
go with you,
but shouldn't Jim go with you to
Planned Parenthood?
Sally.

i

WHERE WERE YOU IN '62? Who
cares]! Put the Mandatory Meetings
on your calendar for September 21,
22, 23 and 24. All advisors and an
officer of recognized BSU Clubs and
Organizations
are invited.
Call
385-1223 for more info.

I
.1

For Sale
FOR SALE: Sleeper sofa, queen size.
Good condition. 376·2520:----

Personal
DEAR SALLY-I

15

called and I don't
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1 Cry
4 Plague
90llsprlng
12 Fruit drink
13 Mountain
nymph
14 Imitate
15 Runs easily
17 Join
19ComlOrl
20 Sacrq<l Image
21 Fright
23 Liquor vessel
27 Put up slake
29 Apportion
30 Cooled leva
31 Cheer
320mltlrom
pronunciation
34 Greek letter
35 Lalln

DOWN
1 Algonquian
Indian
2 Room In harem

The
Weekly

Crossword·
Puzzle
3
4
5
6
7

Under
Pedal digits
Transgressed
Roman bronze
A continent:
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21 Journeys lorth
22 GrOWing oul 01
24 Arabian
ctaetterns
25 Artist's stand
26 Lilt
28 Falls
33.Condescending
look
34 Advance in rank
36 At a distance
38 Among
40 South American
animal
41 Fume
45 Again
46 Experimental
room: colloq .
47 Period of time
46 Study
49 Neither
50 Female sheep
53 Roman six

THE
ANSWER
TO LAST
,ISSUE'S
PUZZLE

II SeRIf( OR S10RY. 15
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abbr.
6 Taught
9 Canonized
person
10 Choose
11 Born
16 Biblical seed
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conjunction
36 Genus of
maples
37 Challenges
39 Unselfish
42 Burrowing
animal
430Cn
44 Cripple
46 Become aware
01
48 Perdon
51 Limb
52 Summon forth
54 Haul
55 Cry of sheep
56.Tendon
57 Belore
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WEDNESDAY
$2.00 TANS.

WEDNESDAY
$2.00 TANS

Featuring The Wolff System

*9-11' Ladies Night
Free Champagne for Ladles
* All yo.u can eat spaghetti
for $3.95
..

Fall Student Special
, 5 Sessions $15.00

Sept. 14th
Thru 19th
.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Located at ..Broadway &. Hale
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News

M'onday, September 14, 1987 ,

Pope ----.,;.------------------

CIA-~------Cont. from page 7.
Shouting opposition to U.S. policy
in Central America, students at the
universities of Colorado, Minnesota,
Massachussetts
and other schools
protested the agency's recruiting on
their campuses during the 1986-87
academic year.

C

on.t f rom page. 1

Demonstrations,
however, will not
persuade
the agency
to stop
recruiting at colleges, Foster said.
of visitors, Racek said.
The CIA is invited by college officials
After the Pope's visit however,
to recruit at schools, she said. "We're
UNO has a $500,OOO,altar which inhappy to go where we're invited. Even
eludes showers and parking for the
though there have been a lot of
Popemobile, which the archdiocese
demonstrations
at the University of
built for the occasion. "The univerColorado,
we'll still recruit there
sity will have to decide what to do
because the university invited us.
with it," Racek said. It is possible the
Foster would not say how many 'altar may become a dressing area for
students the CIA plans to Intcrvlew" athletic events, and will take about a
or hire during the 1987-88 academic
. week to restore the grounds, he said.
year. "It's not agency policy to talk
According to Tucker, the preparanumbers. The opposition pays a lot
tion was worth it. "This visit has been'
of attention to that." The opposia great opportunity for exposure, for
tion, Foster said, "is anyone working
getting some things done that needagainst the interests of the United
ed to be 'done," he said.
States."
pearance will be at Arizona State,
where he will celebrate Mass in Sun
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Kinho's Back to School Special
2 FOR 1 SELF SERVE COPIES
Good on 8-1/2 x 11 20# White
Self Serve Copies Only

ASU is making fewer preparations
than" other
campuses,
•.though
Cathcart reported the diocese is installing a 65 foot copper cross in the
stadium. University officials approved the cross after church leaders
agreed to take measures to prevent
damage to the football field, since
ASU's first home game, against the
University of Pacific, is scheduled for
Saturday, one week after the Pope's
visit.
......
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Kinko's Copies

I

Capitol Blvd.

a

staduim.

..

(regular .05¢)

6158.

Devil
Stadium
Sept.
14.
ASU was planning
to cancel
classes but had not declared a campus holiday. Canceled classes will be
rescheduled for reading day later in
the semester,
ASU spokesman
George Cathcart said.
Though all ASU facilities will be
open, Cathcart said the school has
encouraged people to take the day off
or leave campus early. The Secret
Service also had asked the school to
close some parking areas near the
.... ----------------------
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342· 7995, ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

$15.95 and up,

SPORTS

EHC.HAnGE

New, used, and consigned sporting goods
1029 Broadway

385·0440

Before you choose along distance

service, take a close lOOK.

IIM_,

Let's close the
forest fire book.

STUDENT SPECIAL,

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&Tin order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987,AT&TS
rates have dropped more than
15%for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
. And AT&T: offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus,you
can use AT&Tto call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&Treally
is. So before you choose a
10!1gdistance company, pick
,up the phone.

Hyperon desk-top
Portable Computer
,Double disk drive
amber monitor
$650
All calls after 6:00
c.r. 467-6759
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The right choice.

